Commercialising university IP

Options available
when commercialising
university IP
By implementing a sound and
flexible IP management process,
universities can spot the
technologies most suitable for
exploitation and give them a good
start in life. For those that do so,
there are rich rewards to be reaped
By Ben Goodger and Tom Grek, Rouse,
Oxford and Hong Kong
The level of technological development
occurring within universities means that
exciting opportunities for commercialisation
are likely to exist. Very often, however,
universities do not have appropriate IP
policies and procedures in place, and may
thus be unable to spot these opportunities.
This article discusses IP management at
universities and how best returns from
commercialisation can be achieved.
Formalising IP processes and procedures
will help to create an entrepreneurial
culture, which is an essential component of
successful IP commercialisation. It will also
facilitate technology transfer and help the
university to choose the most appropriate
commercialisation vehicle.
The basis of an effective intellectual
asset management process is the
identification, capture and appropriate
protection of inventions and other material
capable of protection (as patents, copyright,
know-how and so on). When looking to
commercialise, it is important to establish
that the university owns the IP rights in
question and has the right to commercialise
(ie, sell or license) them. An effective process
makes this straightforward and various funds
have been made available by the government
over the last 10 years to implement one.
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Establishing an effective process is
particularly important in the current
economic climate, when every effort must be
made to attract and protect investment.
What to evaluate in order to determine
the best exploitation method
As part of the evaluation of a technology’s
commercial potential, its “readiness” level
needs to be assessed and the technology
validated as far as possible. The closer a
technology is to market, the less risk there
will be for commercialisation partners, and
therefore the more attractive it will be to
such partners. Factors to be weighed up here
include how easy it is for buyers merely to
“drag and drop” it into an existing or new
product or process, and how strong it is
against competing technologies.
Also as part of the concept evaluation,
some market research must be conducted. Do
business angels or venture capitalists operate
in this area? Who would potential
competitors be? What kind of technology
transfer will be needed and how much money
will you get for it? Decisions about whether
to abandon exploiting a technology can be
taken at this point, but it can be dangerous to
be overly selective about the technologies to
be commercialised. There are companies out
there which follow the “open innovation”
model. They are not merely looking for new
technology to fill a gap, but are also willing to
look for new gaps for a technology. These
companies may be more open to in-licensing
a technology that will give them some kind
of commercial advantage. To exploit this type
of opportunity effectively, the company and
the university should be part of the same
“innovation ecosystem” – essentially
involving reciprocal visibility of ongoing
R&D activity and timely and complete
exchange of information on available
opportunities.
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There is a further inhibitor that
universities often fail to consider in
sufficient detail. This is whether
commercialisation will preclude them from
carrying out further work on the IP in
question. In other words, “freedom to
continue to operate” is a key consideration.
Often, commercial partners will demand an
outright assignment or exclusive licence,
which may leave the university no ability to
use the IP itself. While it is fairly rare for
universities actually to practise inventions
themselves – that is, to make and sell
products or offer related services – it is not
unheard of, particularly where academics are
already doing some small-scale
manufacturing or testing themselves (they
will usually have lab facilities, friends in
industry who want access to the invention
and a strong desire to see their technology
“out there”). In some circumstances, patents
themselves can be useful to the university
for meeting targets, cross-licensing or
strategically building a strong portfolio.
If the university needs access to a
patent, it is rarely safe to rely on the socalled “research exemption” (Section 60 of
the Patents Act 1977), which provides that
“acts done for experimental purposes
relating to the subject-matter of the
invention” are not infringements. But welldrafted agreements can preserve the
university’s freedom by giving it a licenceback for its own internal purposes.
Preliminary evaluations typically take
from three to nine months to complete, at
which point a decision must be taken on
which direction the commercialisation
should take. There is no one “best” method
of exploitation. In that respect, incentives
and targets (eg, a certain number of spinouts per year), whether from the
government or the university, can be
unhelpful. For any IP, options may have
been granted giving a third party exclusive
rights to exploit the university’s IP in
certain fields. This is a sort of “metaexploitation” and we do not propose to
cover it here – the IP will still ultimately
require commercialisation by one of the
following means.
Traditional methods – do nothing,
consultancy and openness
Particularly before the US Bayh-Dole Act of
1980 (which gave universities greater
control over the IP arising from their
inventions) and parallel developments
around the world, universities did not see
commercialisation as a priority, focusing
instead on their traditional responsibilities:
the creation and dissemination of
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knowledge. This was achieved by research
being published in academic journals, at
conferences and, of course, through
teaching. Any intellectual capital of
individuals was profitably exploited only
when academics took on research or
consultancy contracts. Alternatively, these
individuals formed start-ups or left
academia for industry (indeed, the UK
government’s Lambert Review of BusinessUniversity Collaboration of 2003
commended this as “the best form of
knowledge transfer”). Everything else the
commercial world could use for free – but
rarely was it sufficiently aware of, or
interested in, academic developments.
Despite the vast increases in patenting
and tech-transfer activity since then, and
the establishment of university technology
transfer offices (TTOs), these methods still
predominate. And for good reason – not
every invention is commercially viable and
warrants the actions referred to above, not
least because the majority of original work
is not patentable, even in valuable fields
such as computer science or stem-cell
research. And without a degree of
exclusivity, it is unlikely that investors will
provide the money to purchase pure knowhow (eg, interesting lab books and
demonstration software code). Much better
that they invest in the people behind them,
and their knowledge and experience.
Furthermore, the recent trend towards
openness and “crowd-sourcing” (innovation
through the efforts of many) contrasts with
the idea of technology outflow. Rather, the
university could consider making
technology available by opening up its pools
of talented researchers to a particular
problem – companies will pay for a
solution. This could take place on a wider
scale than just specialised research teams –
for example, whole departments.
Open source can play a part too.
Academics love it; it can lead to consultancy
and support work; and it can be valuable
publicity for the university – for instance,
see UC Berkeley’s contribution to Unix
operating systems, including Mac OS X.
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Assignment
Companies often see simple assignments
and auctions of patents as a quick way to
realise money from underperforming IP
portfolios. This is perhaps less appropriate
in the university scenario, as speculative
patenting is not so common – for reasons
of time and cost, university TTOs want to
see a realistic business case first, rather
than patenting in a particular space simply
because competitors are. So there may be
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less “dross” lying around than in many
business organisations.
However, patents that have not been
commercialised, in spite of the TTO’s best
efforts, should not necessarily be
abandoned without one final push. Auction
houses and brokers can bring patents to a
wide audience, which may value them for
their potential as a strategic addition to a
portfolio regardless of whether they give a
product-enabling technology monopoly.
Such buyers might use the patent to exclude
competitors, in cross-licensing or simply
for enforcement by a troll against practising
entities (the inventor may not be delighted
about this).
This kind of commercialisation is
perhaps most appropriate for industries
where there is a high volume of patents per
product, many of which are of questionable
scope or validity.
Out-licensing
In the current culture of open innovation,
and with the credit crunch limiting R&D
investment which takes years to produce
results, companies are increasingly deciding
their “make or buy” questions in favour of
“buy”. This gives universities good
opportunities for licensing out.
Licensing can be more suitable for earlystage technologies than spin-outs, as often
a licensee can be found which can develop
the technology itself rather than requiring
substantial investment from the university.
Clearly, the price paid will not be as much
as for a fully realised technology and proper
market valuation can be difficult – licensing
is the result of closed negotiations.
In fact, sharing profit is one of the main
disadvantages. The profit will be shared
with the licensee – a starting point in the
negotiation is often a 50:50 split of net
profits, but in most cases it is the licensee
that takes on most of the risk (in developing
the technology, plus any contractual risk
such as guaranteed minimum royalties and
performance milestones). So the rule of
thumb is that the licensor normally gets
about 25% for an exclusive licence – much
less for multiple, non-exclusive licences.
There is also a loss of control over the
technology which often causes concern,
particularly to inventors. This may be
unwarranted, but inventors’ lack of
involvement can lead to a loss of motivation,
which is detrimental to a successful
technology transfer and exploitation
(although some universities offer generous
shares in licensing revenue to compensate).
On the other hand, an “arm's-length”
approach avoids one of the problems

associated with spin-outs – the clash of
interests between the inventor’s duties to
the company and to the university, leading
to a loss of performance in one or the other.
Spin-out companies
This refers to the act of setting up a
separate company in which
investors/shareholders will include the
university and often venture capitalists or
other entities. In the latter case, depending
on the contributions of these parties and
the purpose of the enterprise, it may more
properly be called a joint venture. The
university will license or assign the
invention (and relevant IP) to the company.
The other parties will provide cash and
sometimes also equipment, facilities and
staff. Typically, investors will look for a
return on investment of at least 25% (much
more for riskier technologies), and seek to
divest themselves of any involvement in
around three to five years. Venture
capitalists may invest downstream only
when there is a feasible exit strategy in place
– for example, acquisitions and private
share sales, listings and share buy-backs.
Some universities offer incubation
facilities. These enable the embryonic spinout to keep its overheads low during the
critical early years by taking advantage of
university resources such as office space
and computers. This is sometimes known
as “spin-up”.
While the Lambert review criticised
universities for being “spin-out happy”,
noting that failure rates are high and that
licensing is often more suitable, it is easy to
see the benefits of a spin-out. Dividends
are due on the spin-out’s entire offering,
not just royalties on a specific licensed
technology. And the potential returns are
greater, as they can take the form not only
of dividends, but also of equity appreciation
due to, for example, the creation of a brand
around the technology. In terms of social
benefits, establishing the spin-out on-site
can contribute to the university’s culture of
innovation; and greater control over its
management means, for instance, that local
jobs can be created.
Spin-outs work best for platform
technologies – one-product companies are
unlikely to go very far. And the spin-out
must be able to produce a complete offering
in the form of a product or service. For this
reason, they are not an attractive route if
the IP situation is complex (eg, if it requires
the in-licensing of other technologies). On
the other hand, where knowledge is diffuse
or illiquid (eg, if only one faculty member
can operate a software package of his own
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creation), participating in a spin-out is an
effective way to secure commitment of the
relevant individuals to the project.
Furthermore, securing early-stage
venture capital investment can be
excruciatingly difficult – funds often
consider the risk to be too great unless
there is a demonstrable, well-developed
product. That requires universities to put
up a good deal of funding themselves, in
addition to the initial support costs (eg,
maintaining an effective TTO), plus any
incubation and ongoing support.
Contrast this with the admittedly lower
returns, but lower costs, of a licence. The
licensee will take care of any difficulties
(eg, freedom to operate), and will have its
own intellectual property, knowledge capital
and organisational infrastructure. In many
cases this will enable the much quicker and
more efficient deployment of a complete
product or service offering, although in
some cases universities can make money
sooner than licence income will accrue –
for instance, in the case of a new drug
which may take 10 years to reach market,
but where the university can sell its equity
stake before then. And a licensee’s
contractual commitment to a technology is
a guarantee that at least someone in
commerce believes that it is worthwhile
pursuing; unlike universities, whose
industrial limitations were acknowledged in
the Lambert Review.
Traditionally, spin-outs in biotech and IT
fields have done well, as these have been the
most attractive to investors due to their high
growth potential and relatively neatly defined
technologies (eg, a drug formula or piece of
software). In the near future it looks as
though clean technology will also be popular.
In short, if the university has a fairly
complete package of intellectual and human
capital in one of these industries (or is
willing to invest to make it complete), a
platform technology that offers clear
advantages over competitors, incubation
facilities and a reasonable amount of time
and risk tolerance, it may be worth
considering a spin-out.
Conclusion
University research is usually of a more
fundamental scientific nature than the
development work that takes place in the
private sector, which is applied to a specific
marketable product or process. It can
therefore be harder to determine the correct
mechanism for commercial exploitation for
university research. But by introducing and
implementing a sound IP management
process, with the right degree of flexibility,
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it should be possible to spot the
technologies most suitable for exploitation
and to give them a good start in life. After
all, the rewards are certainly there: just ask
Genentech, Google or Gatorade.
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